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The charged current production of long-lived heavy neutrinos at the LHC can use
a prompt charged lepton for triggering the measurement of the process. However,
in order to fully characterize the heavy neutrino interactions, it is necessary to also
probe Higgs or Z mediated neutral current production. In this case the charged
lepton is not available, so other means of triggering are required.
In this work, we explore the possibility of using a vector boson fusion trigger in the
context of a GeV-scale Type I Seesaw model. We consider a minimal model, where
both Higgs and Z-mediated contributions produce one heavy neutrino, as well as an
extended model where the Higgs can decay into two heavy ones. Both scenarios are
tested through displaced dilepton and displaced multitrack jet searches.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of non-zero neutrino masses strongly suggests that these particles are the
surest window towards physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Out of the several models
explaining neutrino mass, the Type-I Seesaw [1–4] is probably the most popular one. Apart
from giving a Majorana mass to the light SM neutrinos, its main prediction is the existence
of heavy neutrinos, also referred to as heavy neutral leptons, which couple through charged
(W± mediated) and neutral (Z and Higgs mediated) interactions.
Producing these heavy neutrinos at a collider is not expected to be easy. The naive
seesaw prediction is that, if the heavy neutrinos have masses small enough for them to be
generated at a current collider, their coupling with other SM particles will be so small that
the probability of them ever being produced will effectively vanish. Nevertheless, it is well
known that the presence of a lepton number-like symmetry can allow accessible masses with
relatively large mixing, respecting at the same time the smallness of SM neutrino masses [5–
12]. This fact has encouraged several experimental searches for them, which have been
reviewed, for example, in [13–15].
A particularly interesting type of search is the one for long-lived heavy neutrinos. In fact,
for small enough mixing, heavy neutrinos with masses under ∼ 50 GeV can have macroscopic
decay lengths [16]. In the past years, many works have proposed searches for such long-lived
particles at the LHC [17–31]. As with any search, these have always had to specify a trigger
for the process, with most of the latter searches using a prompt charged lepton coming from
the primary vertex. This has actually been used recently by the ATLAS collaboration to
start constraining part of the relevant parameter space [32].
Triggering with a prompt charged lepton is very likely to be the most reasonable way to
search for, and discover, these kind of heavy neutrinos. Since the latter need to be relatively
light to be long-lived, their decay products are somewhat soft, and triggering with them is
not very efficient. Moreover, by detecting the prompt lepton one can be sure that heavy
neutrino production has taken place through a charged current coupling, that is, through a
coupling with a W± boson.
However, once a particle is discovered it is desirable to measure as much of its properties
as possible, similar to what has been done e.g. with the Higgs boson [33, 34]. Thus, one can
ask if heavy neutrino production via a neutral current is measurable at the LHC, such as by
3the decay of a Z or Higgs boson. In particular, couplings with the Higgs can only be probed
by production processes, as decays with intermediate W± and Z have much higher branching
ratios. In any case, in neutral current production the heavy neutrino is generated along a
light SM neutrino, meaning that the prompt charged lepton trigger is no longer available.
Furthermore, the energy of the outgoing SM neutrino is not large enough to be used by the
missing energy trigger. This usually leaves the heavy neutrino soft decay products as the
only candidates for triggering. For example, in [20] the decay of Higgs bosons into heavy
neutrinos was studied, with the former being produced by gluon fusion. It was found that
even though the branching ratios could be large enough to produce hundreds of events at
the LHC, using the standard triggers would cause the efficiency to drop drastically.
In this paper, we propose using a vector boson fusion (VBF) trigger [35–37] to explore
neutral current production of long-lived heavy neutrinos. By using VBF we stop depending
on the soft final states for triggering, relying instead on particles participating on the produc-
tion process. In principle, the VBF cross-section is much smaller than that of W±-mediated
Drell-Yann, so this search would not be expected to serve as a discovery channel. However,
as we will see, in the presence of effective operators, VBF provides a way of probing regions
of the parameter space with very large masses and small mixing, usually inaccessible to
other production channels.
To this end, in Section II we provide a brief overview of the models of interest. In
Section III we give details on the VBF trigger and describe the two different final states we
use to probe the models. In Section IV we present the results of our simulation. In addition,
on the Appendix we show our parametrization, and give simple formulae for several limit
cases.
II. THE TYPE-I SEESAW
A. Minimal Model
The Type-I Seesaw [1–4] explains the smallness of SM neutrino masses by adding heavy
Majorana fermions νR, singlets under the SM, which we refer to as sterile neutrinos. The
Lagrangian is extended by the following terms:
L = LSM − L¯a (Yν)as νRsφ˜−
1
2
ν¯cRs(MR)st νRt + h.c. (2.1)
4where the index a refers to the active flavours: e, µ, τ . In this study we work with the
3 + 3 Seesaw, meaning that we add three sterile neutrinos, with indices s, t = 1, 2, 3. After
electroweak symmetry breaking, the 6× 6 neutrino mass matrix acquires the form:
Mν =
 0 mD
mTD MR
 (2.2)
with (mD)as = v (Yν)as/
√
2.
After diagonalization by a 6 × 6 unitary matrix U , we obtain six mass eigenstates:
ν1, ν2, ν3, N4, N5, N6. Naively, one expects the active-heavy mixing Uah to be suppressed
by
√
m`/Mh, where m` (Mh) represent the light (heavy) neutrino masses. However, it is
well known that, once one adds more than one sterile neutrino, it is possible to enhance the
mixing [38, 39]. This is shown in further detail on the Appendix, and is attributed to the
presence of a softly broken lepton number symmetry [5, 7–12].
For the 3+2 Seesaw, once the parameters in the active-light sector are fixed, the resulting
structure is very rigid. For normal ordering (NO) and CP conservation, the heavy neutrinos
mix preferably with µ, τ flavours, having an additional suppression of order s13 for the mixing
with e flavour [20, 39]. For instance, for m1 = 0.01 eV, we have:
|Ue4|2 : |Uµ4|2 : |Uτ4|2 = 0.08 : 0.50 : 0.42 (2.3)
In contrast, for the 3 + 3 case, since more parameters are available, it is possible to
avoid this constraint and have mixings with all flavours on a similar footing. Details of
possible flavour patterns can be found on the Appendix1. For this work, we choose NO with
option (i):
Ua4 = −i z45 Za
√
m2
M4
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (2.4)
Ua5 = Za
√
m2
M5
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (2.5)
Ua6 = (UPMNS)a3
√
m3
M6
(2.6)
where mi (Mj) is the mass of νi (Nj), θ45 and γ45 are the real and imaginary parts of a
complex angle, respectively, z45 is the sign of γ45, and:
Za = (UPMNS)a2 + i z45
√
m1
m2
(UPMNS)a1 (2.7)
1 Notice that it is also possible to obtain different patterns by varying δCP and the Majorana phases in
UPMNS [40, 41]
5Given the unenhanced mixing of N6, we see that if we take a large M6 this scenario becomes
an effective 3 + 2 Seesaw, with two heavy neutrinos having enhanced active-heavy mixing.
However, in this case the mixing with the e flavour is largest. For the same m1, we have:
|Ue4|2 : |Uµ4|2 : |Uτ4|2 = 0.46 : 0.22 : 0.32 (2.8)
This choice allows us to somewhat decrease decays into taus, which are harder to probe at
colliders.
In this model, the production and decay of a heavy neutrino are essentially ruled by
|Uah|2. This means that the small decay widths of long-lived particles are correlated to
tiny production cross-sections. This can be a problem for Mh & 40 GeV, which requires
|Uah|2 . 10−7 to be long-lived [17, 20, 27], such that production cross-sections become too
small to generate a signal at a collider.
In the following we set M4 = M5, which reduces both the heavy neutrino contribution to
neutrinoless double beta decay, and loop corrections to the light masses [10, 12, 20, 42].
B. Extended Model
After adding the new νR, one can extend the model by including effective operators
involving the new states [22, 43–47]. One possibility, which could arise from a U(1)B−L
extension [48], involves two heavy neutrinos and two Higgs doublets:
∆L = −λst
Λ
ν¯cRs νRt φ
† φ+ h.c. (2.9)
After electroweak symmetry breaking, this dimension-five operator can mediate the decay
of the Higgs into two heavy neutrinos, provided they are light enough:
Lh0νhνh = −(αNH)st ν¯cRs νRt h0 + h.c. (2.10)
where (αNH)st ≡ λst vSM/Λ. In principle, this operator also leads to a new contribution to
the heavy neutrino Majorana mass [22, 45], which we ignore2.
The main advantage of introducing this operator lies on the separation between heavy
neutrino production and decay, ruled by αNH and Uah, respectively. In this case one can
2 Notice that for large enough αNH , it might be necessary to tune MR to obtain small heavy neutrino
masses.
6FIG. 1. Different contributions to heavy neutrino production by VBF. V denotes W± or Z bosons
have, for example, M4 as large as ∼ 60 GeV, with a small enough |Ua4|2 to keep N4 long-lived,
without penalizing the h0 → N4N4 branching ratio. As we shall see, having two decaying
heavy neutrinos also increases the overall branching ratio into final states of interest.
C. Numerical Implementation
In this work, the minimal model was implemented in SARAH 4.14.0 [49–51]. This gen-
erated code for SPheno 4.0.3 [52, 53], which calculated the heavy neutrino mass spectrum
and branching ratios. We used SSP 1.2.5 [54] to carry out the parameter variation.
The effective operator for the extended model was added to the HeavyN model [55, 56] in
FeynRules 2.3.33 [57, 58]. This allowed the calculation of the Higgs partial width to two
heavy neutrinos using MadWidth [59], which was later merged with the widths calculated by
SPheno for the minimal model.
In both cases, the model was exported in the UFO format [60] into MadGraph5 aMC@NLO
2.6.7 [61]. After generating the events, the posterior hadronization is carried out by PYTHIA
8.247 [62], which uses the CTEQ66 PDF set [63]. Depending on the analysis, the decay
position of the heavy neutrino is computed from the MC truth data, or via the time of flight
option in MadGraph.
7pT (j1) > 30 GeV η(j1) · η(j2) < 0
| η(j1) | < 5.0 |∆η(j1, j2) | > 4.2
pT (j2) > 30 GeV mj1j2 > 750 GeV
| η(j2) | < 5.0
∑
j pT > 200 GeV
TABLE I. VBF selection criteria, where j1 and j2 refer to the two most energetic jets, and the sum
is over all hadronic activity.
III. SEARCHES WITH A VECTOR BOSON FUSION TRIGGER
In this work we propose to trigger the measurement of long-lived heavy neutrinos using
the VBF production process [64–66]. Such a trigger has already been used by the CMS
experiment for Higgs boson studies [35], and is available at ATLAS [36]. As illustrated on
the left and center diagrams of Figure 1, our objective is to use VBF to produce either a Z or
Higgs boson, which will later decay into final states with heavy neutrinos. We have confirmed
numerically that, in the region of the parameter space of interest, direct production through
a pair of off-shell W±, illustrated on the right diagram of Figure 1, is around two orders
of magnitude smaller than the former contributions. This certifies that VBF production
effectively tests neutral current interactions.
The VBF topology is particularly useful to search for new physics, see for instance [67–
75]. It involves two high pT jets in the forward direction, located in opposite hemispheres of
the detector. The jets must have a large difference in pseudorapidity |∆η|, as well as a large
invariant mass mj1j2 . In addition, the whole event must pass a cut over all hadronic activity.
The event selection criteria are presented in Table I. It is important to take into account
that other VBF cuts are also available in the literature [35–37], and we have checked that
they do not modify our results too strongly.
The cross section for heavy neutrino production via the decay of a VBF Higgs or Z
boson is shown on Figure 2, for both minimal and extended models. The left panel shows
contours of σ(pp → Hjj) × BR(H → ν`N4,5) + σ(pp → Zjj) × BR(Z → ν`N4,5), for the
minimal model. Here we sum over all light neutrinos, and over the two heavy neutrinos.
The Z contributions are dominant for M4 . 10 GeV, with the branching ratio proportional
to |Uah|2. For larger masses the Higgs contributions are more significant, as the couplings
increase with M4 (for example, see [76]). The small cross sections are due to the considerably
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FIG. 2. Contours for heavy neutrino production cross section, in pb. The left (right) panel shows
single (double) heavy neutrino production, for the minimal (extended) models.
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FIG. 3. Solid lines indicate the branching ratios of heavy neutrino into final states contributing to
displaced dileptons (blue) and displaced jets (red). Dashed lines refer to the extended model, and
show the probability for the produced heavy neutrino pair to decay into the latter final states.
low branching ratios, between O (10−9) to O (10−3).
The right panel of Figure 2 shows the cross section for two heavy neutrino production
via the decay of a VBF Higgs, σ(pp→ Hjj)× BR(H → N4N4). Its primary dependence is
on the effective parameter of the theory αNH , which allows for much larger production rates
than the minimal model. As we shall see, this could be a gateway to test |Uµ4|2 . 10−7. In
the following, for definiteness, we assume that only (αNH)44 is different from zero.
9pT (e) > 10 GeV ∆R(µ, e) > 0.5
pT (µ) > 8 GeV
√
L2x + L
2
y < 40 mm
| η(`) | < 2.4 Lz < 300 mm
TABLE II. Basic cuts for displaced dilepton search.
Previous new physics studies at the LHC have analyzed possible cuts on final states of
long-lived particles. In the following, we describe cuts from searches for displaced dilep-
tons [77, 78] and displaced multitrack jets [79]. The heavy neutrino branching ratios into
final states contributing to each search are shown in Figure 3. On the same Figure, for the
extended model, we also show the probability of having the heavy neutrino pair decaying
into such final states. Notice that a same final state can contribute to more than one search,
so these branching ratios do not have to add to unity. The probabilities for the extended
model are larger than the single heavy neutrino branching ratios since each of the two heavy
neutrinos can contribute to the final states.
A. Displaced Dileptons
This search seeks a displaced, oppositely charged, muon-electron pair. This final state
is interpreted as the product of the decay of neutral long-lived particles decaying within
the tracker. Having very low background, the search has been used to constrain models of
displaced supersymmetry [77].
The specific cuts we use for this channel are shown in Table II. The search requires
central, isolated, high-pT leptons with considerable angular separation ∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2.
In addition, the pair is required to be reconstructed within the tracker, implying constraints
on
√
L2x + L
2
y and Lz, with Lx, Ly, Lz being the distances in x, y, z travelled by the heavy
neutrino before decaying. The kinematical variable related to the displaced decay is the
transverse impact parameter of the leptons, defined as the distance of closest approach to
the beamline:
d0 =
|p`x Ly − p`y Lx|
p`T
(3.1)
Here p`x,y are the x and y components of the lepton transverse momentum, p
`
T . The 13 TeV
CMS analysis defines three non-overlapping signal regions (SR):
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• SR III: |d0|e,µ > 1000µm
• SR II: |d0|e,µ > 500µm and at least one of the leptons outside of SR III.
• SR I: |d0|e,µ > 200µm and at least one of the leptons outside of SR II.
These cuts greatly reduce the SM background. The analysis in [78], for 13 TeV and 2.6 fb−1,
expects less than 3.2, 0.5 and 0.02 background events for SR I, II and III, respectively.
This search was originally triggered by high pT leptons. In particular, 42 GeV (40 GeV)
cuts were applied on the outgoing electron (muon). Since we are triggering the search using
VBF, we propose to lower the lepton pT cuts. We display the minimum cuts in Table II,
and discuss other possibilities in Section IV A.
Note that a similar search was carried out in [22] for the extended model, using gluon
fusion and standard charged lepton triggers, based on [80, 81]. A direct comparison between
the latter and our work is difficult, as each search considers different cuts. In particular,
[80, 81] use a trigger requiring lower values of pT . We expect that using a higher pT , as is
done in [78], would significantly reduce the sensitivity of [22].
B. Displaced Jets
This search is the hadronic analogue of the displaced dilepton search, targeting neutral
long-lived particles decaying into jets within the tracker [79]. Information from the latter is
used3 to reconstruct both primary (PV) and displaced vertices (DV). In order to identify a
DV, the search requires it to have at least 5 associated tracks, which must be charged and
stable, with pT > 1 GeV and |d0| > 2 mm. These must reconstruct at least one trackless
jet4 with pT > 70 GeV, or two trackless jets with pT > 25 GeV. Further cuts are imposed on
the position of the DV within the detector, as well as on the reconstructed invariant mass,
mDV . The cuts we use, taken from [79], are summarized in Table III. Once the cuts are
applied, one needs to take into account the DV reconstruction efficiency, which is a function
of the vertex distance, number of tracks and mDV . This is also included in our analysis, and
taken from auxiliary material in [79].
3 Apart from the standard tracking algorithms, the search includes a large-radius tracking algorithm, with
relaxed requirements on the longitudinal z0 and transverse d0 impact parameters.
4 Trackless jets are defined as jets for which
∑
ptrackT < 5 GeV, where the sum is taken over all tracks.
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pT (j1, j2) > (70, 0) GeV ∨ > (25, 25) GeV |d0| > 2 mm
|η(ji)| < 4.9
(√
L2x + L
2
y
)
min
4 mm.
# of tracks ≥ 5
(√
L2x + L
2
y
)
max
300 mm.
mDV > 10 GeV |Lz| < 300 mm.
TABLE III. Cuts for displaced jet searches.
The original search involves a pmissT > 200 GeV trigger. We opt to change this in favour of
using VBF. Similar cases have been studied recently for a left-right extension of the minimal
model, in which the missing energy trigger is replaced by a prompt lepton trigger [25, 82].
IV. RESULTS
In this Section we simulate heavy neutrino production through VBF, and evaluate the two
searches presented above. For the minimal model, production happens through both Higgs
and Z boson mediators, while for the extended model we consider production exclusively by
the Higgs.
A. Displaced Dileptons
For the minimal model, the displaced pair is produced via the decay N4,5 → ν` e± µ∓.
As shown in Figure 3, the branching ratio into this channel is very small, regardless of our
choice for the parametrization. On the effective model the branching ratio is somewhat
larger, since we also have the possibility of each heavy neutrino decaying into states with
only one lepton, such as N4 → ` j j.
For both models, we apply the cuts described in Section III A on the two most energetic,
oppositely charged, e−µ pair. As mentioned, we will relax the pT cut on the charged leptons,
evaluating instead the impact of imposing loose, medium and tight cuts. For electrons
(muons), loose cuts are of pT > 10 (8) GeV. Medium and tight cuts mean pT > 20 and 30
GeV, respectively, for both kinds of charged lepton. Since we do not have a way to properly
estimate the background nor the detector efficiency, the analysis is performed over the truth
level events, with no detector simulation. Results from the cutflow are reported in Tables IV
and V, for different points on the parameter space. On each signal region, we report the
12
Criterion |Uµ4|2 = 10−6 |Uµ4|2 = 10−7 |Uµ4|2 = 10−7
M4 = 14GeV M4 = 14GeV M4 = 50GeV
VBF 5767 5457 6101
Contained 5760 5060 6100
Isolated 2893 2532 5185
| η(e, µ) | < 2.4 2424 2216 4611
∆R(µ, e) > 0.5 1933 1735 4119
SR1 53/4/0 61/24/0 1/0/0
SR2 7/6/0 121/47/9 0/0/0
SR3 1/0/0 65/29/7 1/0/0
TABLE IV. Cut flow for the displaced dilepton search in the minimal model, for several benchmarks.
We have 105 initial events. Contained events are those where the heavy neutrino decays within the
tracker. Each signal region shows three numbers, corresponding to the number of events after the
loose, medium and tight cuts on the charged lepton pT . Events on each point have been generated
with different seeds.
Criterion |Uµ4|2 = 10−7 |Uµ4|2 = 10−9 |Uµ4|2 = 10−11
M4 = 14GeV M4 = 25GeV M4 = 50GeV
VBF 12643 12769 12621
Contained 11444 7539 6803
Isolated 2278 4260 5657
| η(e, µ) | < 2.4 1826 3356 4886
∆R(µ, e) > 0.5 1704 3098 4512
SR1 202/106/19 232/155/37 271/47/23
SR2 130/33/13 155/52/26 514/94/47
SR3 104/17/3 697/181/15 1801/561/187
LHC events (αNH = 10
−3) 0/0/0 2/0/0 2/1/0
LHC events (αNH = 10
−2) 52/18/4 151/54/11 183/50/18
TABLE V. As in Table IV, but for the extended model. On the last two rows we show the number
of events expected at the LHC for two values of αNH .
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number of events surviving the three pT cuts.
As mentioned earlier, for the minimal model the production cross-section is proportional
to |Ua4|2, meaning that the mixing cannot be too small. This in turn means that the heavy
neutrino cannot be too heavy, or its lifetime will be too short to leave a displaced signal.
Given the relatively low mass of N4, the final state leptons show pT distributions favouring
low values of momenta. The high pT leptons surviving the cuts come from highly boosted
N4, which lead to collimated e− µ pairs with a very small ∆R. This is disfavoured by the
search, which requires isolated leptons with ∆R > 0.5, and is reflected in the cutflow of
Table IV. Even in the best case scenario, shown on the middle column, we find that once
the integrated luminosity, cross-section and branching ratios are convoluted, this scenario is
not observable, even at the HL-LHC.
We see a significant improvement in the extended model. Here, the new production
process gives us the freedom to decrease the mixing down to the seesaw limit without
affecting the cross-section, meaning that masses up to ∼ 60 GeV can be probed. The lepton
pair can also have larger ∆R distances, since they will usually originate from different heavy
neutrinos. The difficulties with this scenario are the isolation cuts, as recognized in [83], and
having the leptons pass the pT cuts. This occurs because the Higgs decays this time into
two heavy neutrinos, so the available boost factor for the leptons is less than in the minimal
model. Nevertheless, the situation is much better than in the previous case, and one does
obtain a relatively large number of events surviving the cuts at the LHC.
An additional feature of the extended model in this search is that, since now the heavy
neutrino can have hadronic decays, each event is more likely to pass the
∑
j pT cut of the
VBF trigger.
The expected number of events for the extended model is shown in Figure 4. We apply
loose pT cuts, and sum over the three signal regions. Results for αNH = 10
−3 and αNH = 10−2
are presented on the left and right panels, respectively. We do not consider larger values of
αNH in order to stay below the current limit of 24% for the Higgs to invisible decay [84]. We
take M4 up to 60 GeV, since the Higgs would not decay to two heavy neutrinos for larger
masses, and |Uµ4|2 down to 10−11, which is close to the seesaw limit.
On the Figure, we find that it is possible to have more than 10 events only for values
of αNH close to the current bound. Contrary to the typical plots for displaced vertices, we
obtain a larger number of events for very large masses and very small mixing. This happens
14
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FIG. 4. Number of displaced dilepton events at the LHC, for the extended model. Only loose pT
cuts are applied.
because, as mentioned before, in this model the production cross-section does not depend on
|Ua4|2. Thus, one can probe masses as large as those allowed by kinematics, as long as the
mixing keeps the heavy neutrino long lived. In our case, larger masses lead to final states
with larger values of pT , which pass the cuts more easily.
In this Section we only quote signal yields because the expected background events are
mainly coming from instrumental sources. In general this type of background is very difficult
to simulate accurately with usual MC tools. Even within the experimental collaborations,
data-driven techniques are used in order to get a realistic background prediction. Therefore,
we cannot get a real expectation for the sensitivity of this search for our signals. Nevertheless
we do expect to have a significant decrease of backgrounds by including the VBF criteria
along with the displaced dileptons selection.
Assuming a discovery in the extended model, it would be desirable to verify the existance
of exactly two displaced vertices per event. For this search, this amounts to requiring that
we find two vertices satisfying the
√
L2x + L
2
x and Lz constraints. For αNH = 10
−2, on the
first two benchmarks of Table V, this extra requirement reduces the number of events by a
factor ∼ 0.8 for the loose and medium cuts, and ∼ 0.6 for the tight cut. The events for the
third benchmark are reduced by a factor ∼ 0.5 for the loose and medium cuts, while for the
tight cuts the factor is 0.06.
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B. Displaced Jets
For this search, any heavy neutrino decay involving quarks can lead to a displaced jet
signal, for both models. This is reflected on the much larger branching ratio shown in
Figure 3.
We use as base framework the Recasting Codes for Displaced Vertex Repository [85],
which takes as input the LHE files generated via MadGraph. In the following, we use the
detector simulation of [86], based on PYTHIA and FASTJET 3.3.2 [87], to impose the dis-
placed jet cuts over the events. The decay position for the heavy neutrino is obtained via
MadGraph with the time of flight option. This method has been used in [25, 82] for the same
final state, but with a different trigger process.
The cutflows for this search are shown in Tables VI and VII for the minimal and extended
models, respectively. In both models we find that requiring five displaced tracks leads to a
considerable reduction of events. This is in part due to the relatively small M4, since the two
quarks from heavy neutrino decay become too soft to generate five tracks from the parton
shower5. This situation is worsened by the cut on mDV . Thus, we find that the minimal
model again cannot be probed by this search, but the extended one, which allows larger
masses, survives the cuts provided αNH is large enough.
Similar to the situation for the extended model in the dilepton search, here we find that
the hadronic final states in both models contribute to the
∑
j pT cut of the VBF trigger,
leading to a larger number of events being recorded.
Similar to what we did before, we remove the missing energy trigger used in the displaced
jets search. In order to calculate the sensitivity of the search to our signal, it is necessary
to estimate the expected background at the LHC. According to what is described in [79],
the only background contribution comes from instrumental sources. Therefore, at the phe-
nomenological level, we do not have a method to simulate such events. However, we can
use the information already given by the collaboration in order to get an estimate of the
background events when replacing the missing energy criterion by the VBF criteria.
According to their estimate for 32.8 fb−1, 4.5 events of background are expected when all
displaced jet criteria are applied except for missing energy. To stay on the conservative side,
we can use the same VBF criteria efficiency for signal as for background. As our background
5 This was recognized in [25], where they suggested reducing the number of displaced tracks to three.
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Criterion |Uµ4|2 = 10−6 |Uµ4|2 = 10−7 |Uµ4|2 = 10−7
M4 = 14GeV M4 = 14GeV M4 = 50GeV
VBF 21462 21494 20506
Trackless Jets 21442 21469 20499
Contained 21440 21315 20499
Displaced tracks 28 1021 0
mDV > 10 GeV 5 85 0
DV efficiency 0 11 0
TABLE VI. Cut flow for the displaced jet search in the minimal model, for several benchmarks.
We have 105 initial events. Contained events are those where the heavy neutrino decays within
the tracker. The events surviving the displaced tracks cut are those with at least five tracks with
d0 > 2 mm and
√
L2x + L
2
y > 4 mm.
Criterion |Uµ4|2 = 10−7 |Uµ4|2 = 10−9 |Uµ4|2 = 10−11
M4 = 14GeV M4 = 25GeV M4 = 50GeV
VBF 22669 22318 22422
Trackless Jets 22651 22308 22411
Contained 22525 21368 21255
Displaced tracks 1446 5995 9853
mDV > 10 GeV 72 3795 8802
DV efficiency 24 1016 3657
LHC events (αNH = 10
−3) <1 6 5
LHC events (αNH = 10
−2) 10 577 487
TABLE VII. As in Table VI, but for the extended model. On the last two rows we show the number
of events expected at the LHC for two values of αNH .
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FIG. 5. Sensitivity of displaced jet search for the extended model at the LHC, for different choices
of αNH .
is only instrumental, we do not expect these events to reflect the VBF topology properties,
and therefore the VBF criteria efficiency for background events should be smaller compared
to signal efficiency. Thus, using VBF signal efficiency for background events gives us an
overestimate of background expectation, which implies that our derived conclusions will be
conservative. Real limits should be stronger than our findings.
We calculate the VBF criteria efficiency on signal by producing signal events with
MadGraph and applying directly the VBF criteria on the events that passed the displaced
jets criteria. We obtain that the efficiency for signal is around 0.07. Following the strategy
described, we then expect at least 0.32 background events after the full selection, equivalent
to around 3 events for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1.
Using the background estimate and scanning over signal we can calculate the expected
sensitivity for the extended model. Given the small number of background events, this is
calculated using [88]:
ZA =
√
2
(
(s + b) ln
(
1 +
s
b
)
− s
)
(4.1)
where s and b are the number of signal and background events, respectively.
Results are shown in Figure 5. As in Figure 4, the displayed maximum mass and minimum
mixing are bounded by kinematical and seesaw limits, respectively. We find that sensitivity
is greatest for large values of M4, and accordingly small values of |Uµ4|2. This is due to
the larger number of events passing the cuts on those regions, similar to what occurs for
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the displaced dilepton search. The largest number of signal events we obtain is 847, for
M4 ∼ 40 GeV and |Uµ4|2 ∼ 10−9. For even larger masses the number of events decreases
due to a smaller production cross-section, as shown on the right panel of Figure 2.
Remarkably, for the extended model, we find that the displaced jet search triggered by
VBF can have more than 5σ sensitivity to certain regions of the parameter space. Even for
αNH = 10
−3, it is feasible to acquire evidence in favour of this coupling between the Higgs
and heavy neutrinos.
As was done for the dilepton case, we have assessed the possibility of measuring exactly
two displaced vertices per event. On the three benchmark points shown in TableVII, we
find that, for αNH = 10
−2, the combination of displaced track, mDV and DV efficiency cuts
reduce the total number of events to zero, four and eight for each benchmark. Thus, a
two-vertex search is unfortunately not feasible in this channel, at the LHC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we propose using a VBF trigger in long-lived heavy neutrino production. We
have explored a minimal GeV-scale seesaw model, as well as an extension with an effective
operator. On the minimal model, VBF production is dominated either by an intermediate
Z or Higgs boson decaying into one light and one heavy neutrino. On the extended one,
production occurs exclusively through Higgs decay into two heavy neutrinos.
After production, we have considered two different searches: displaced dileptons and
displaced multitrack jets. On each search, we have dropped their proposed trigger, and
replaced it by VBF. We find that the minimal model does not survive the combination of
cuts, suggesting that other searches might be more appropriate. For the extended model,
we have demonstrated that both searches can be used. Moreover, for displaced multitrack
searches we have shown that, in spite of a conservative background estimate, we can achieve
a sensitivity larger than 5σ if the effective coupling is large enough. This allows us to explore
regions with large masses and very small mixing, which are hard to reach in W±-mediated
production.
Thus, we can conclude that the VBF trigger can be used to scrutinize the neutral current
couplings of long-lived heavy neutrinos, being complementary to triggers involving prompt
leptons, sensitive to charged currents.
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Appendix A: Parametrisation
In this work we follow the parametrisation of [39], which for our purposes is identical
to the one of Casas-Ibarra [38]. The 6 × 6 mixing matrix U is decomposed into four 3 × 3
blocks:
U =
 Ua` Uah
Us` Ush
 . (A1)
Each block can be parametrised in the following way:
Ua` = UPMNSH , Uah = i UPMNSHm
1/2
` R
†M−1/2h ,
Us` = i W¯ H¯M
−1/2
h Rm
1/2
` , Ush = W¯ H¯ , (A2)
In the Equations above, the unitary matrix UPMNS would correspond to the observed PMNS
neutrino mixing matrix on the limit H → I. We use oscillation parameters as those found
in [89, 90]. The W¯ matrix is also unitary, and allows us to redefine the basis of the sterile
neutrinos, in this parametrisation it is set equal to the identity. Departures of unitarity in
the active-light and sterile-heavy sectors are encoded on the H and H¯ matrices:
H =
(
I +m
1/2
` R
†M−1h Rm
1/2
`
)−1/2
(A3)
H¯ =
(
I +M
−1/2
h Rm`R
†M−1/2h
)−1/2
, (A4)
These can be approximated H ≈ H¯ ≈ I in the region of our interest.
The diagonal matrix m` contains the light neutrino masses, and depends on the ordering
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(normal NO or inverted IO):
m` = diag(m1, m2, m3) = diag
(
m1,
√
∆m2sol +m
2
1,
√
∆m2atm +m
2
1
)
(NO)
(A5)
m` = diag(m3, m1, m2) = diag
(
m3,
√
|∆m2atm| −∆m2sol +m23,
√
|∆m2atm|+m23
)
(IO)
(A6)
where ∆m2sol and ∆m
2
atm are the squared mass differences measured in solar and atmospheric
neutrino oscillation experiments, respectively. The diagonal matrix Mh = diag(M4, M5, M6)
contains the heavy neutrino masses, with no order in particular.
The crucial part of the parametrisation lies on the complex orthogonal matrix R, which
allows an enhancement to the active-heavy mixing. We write:
R =

c˜45 s˜45 0
−s˜45 c˜45 0
0 0 1


c˜46 0 −s˜46
0 1 0
s˜46 0 c˜46


1 0 0
0 c˜56 s˜56
0 −s˜56 c˜56
 . (A7)
where s˜ij and c˜ij are the sines and cosines of a complex angle, θij + iγij. It is useful to
expand the complex angles in the R matrix so, for example:
R45(θ45, γ45) ≡

c˜45 s˜45 0
−s˜45 c˜45 0
0 0 1

=

c45 cosh γ45 − i s45 sinh γ45 s45 cosh γ45 + i c45 sinh γ45 0
−s45 cosh γ45 − i c45 sinh γ45 c45 cosh γ45 − i s45 sinh γ45 0
0 0 1
 , (A8)
where sij and cij are the sine and cosine of the real angle θij. For large |γ45| & 3, we have
| sinh γ45| ≈ cosh γ45, such that θ45 behaves as an overall phase:
R45(θ45, |γ45|  0) =

cosh γ45 e
−iz45 θ45 i z45 cosh γ45 e−iz45 θ45 0
−i z45 cosh γ45 e−iz45 θ45 cosh γ45 e−iz45 θ45 0
0 0 1
 , (A9)
where z45 is the sign of γ45. This allows for simplified ways of writing down the elements of
the active-heavy sector Uah.
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In the next subsections, we write compact expressions using the latter approximation.
We always assume H ∼ I, and denote zij = ±1 as the signs of γij. One finds that, in general,
two heavy neutrinos have their mixing enhanced by at most three powers of cosh γij, with
the third one having one lesser power. Notable exceptions are cases (v), (vi) and (ix), where
all three heavy neutrinos can have the same powers of cosh γij, depending on the choice of
mixing angles θmn. In the following, we only write leading terms, that is, those with larger
powers of cosh γij.
We present results valid for normal ordering. In this case, we find that the mixing of heavy
neutrinos with the active electron state are generally smaller by an order of magnitude, due
to a |(UPMNS)a3| = s13 suppression. This is avoided explicitly in (i), where the mixing is
controlled mainly by |(UPMNS)a2| = c13 s12, and can be further enhanced by taking values of
m1 close to the experimental limit. A similar situation can be reproduced in (iv), (v) and
(vii) through specific choices of θij.
(i) Non-zero γ45, θ45 :
Ua4 = −i z45 Za
√
m2
M4
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (A10)
Ua5 = Za
√
m2
M5
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (A11)
Ua6 = (UPMNS)a3
√
m3
M6
(A12)
Za = (UPMNS)a2 + i z45
√
m1
m2
(UPMNS)a1 (A13)
(ii) Non-zero γ46, θ46 :
Ua4 = i z46 Za
√
m3
M4
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A14)
Ua5 = (UPMNS)a2
√
m2
M5
(A15)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A16)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 − i z46
√
m1
m3
(UPMNS)a1 (A17)
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(iii) Non-zero γ56, θ56 :
Ua4 = (UPMNS)a1
√
m1
M4
(A18)
Ua5 = −i z56 Za
√
m3
M5
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A19)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A20)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 + i z56
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 (A21)
(iv) Non-zero γ45, θij :
Ua4 = −i z45 Za
√
m3
M4
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (A22)
Ua5 = Za
√
m3
M5
cosh γ45 e
i z45 θ45 (A23)
Ua6 = Ya
√
m3
M6
(A24)
Za = (UPMNS)a3(s56 − i z45 s46c56) +
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2(c56 + i z45 s46s56)
+i z45
√
m1
m3
(UPMNS)a1 c46 (A25)
Ya = (UPMNS)a3 c46c56 −
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 c46s56 +
√
m1
m3
(UPMNS)a1 s46 (A26)
(v) Non-zero γ46, θij :
Ua4 = i z46 Zac45
√
m3
M4
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A27)
Ua5 = −i z46 Zas45
√
m3
M5
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A28)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A29)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 c56 −
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 s56 − i z46
√
m1
m3
(UPMNS)a1 (A30)
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(vi) Non-zero γ56, θij :
Ua4 = −Za (c45s46 + i z56 s45)
√
m3
M4
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A31)
Ua5 = Za (s45s46 − i z56 c45)
√
m3
M5
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A32)
Ua6 = Zac46
√
m3
M6
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A33)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 + i z56
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 (A34)
(vii) Non-zero γ45, γ46, θij:
Ua4 = i z46 Za
√
m3
M4
cosh γ45 cosh γ46 e
i(z45 θ45+z46 θ46) (A35)
Ua5 = −z45 z46 Za
√
m3
M5
cosh γ45 cosh γ46 e
i(z45 θ45+z46 θ46) (A36)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ46 e
i z46 θ46 (A37)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 c56 −
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 s56 − i z46
√
m1
m3
(UPMNS)a1 (A38)
(viii) Non-zero γ45, γ56, θij:
Ua4 = −z45 Za(z56 + z45 s46)
√
m3
M4
cosh γ45 cosh γ56 e
i(z45 θ45+z56 θ56) (A39)
Ua5 = −i Za(z56 + z45 s46)
√
m3
M5
cosh γ45 cosh γ56 e
i(z45 θ45+z56 θ56) (A40)
Ua6 = Za c46
√
m3
M6
cosh γ56 e
i z56 θ56 (A41)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 + i z56
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 (A42)
(ix) Non-zero γ46, γ56, θij:
Ua4 = i z46 c45 Za
√
m3
M4
cosh γ46 cosh γ56 e
i(z46 θ46+z46 θ56) (A43)
Ua5 = −i z46 s45 Za
√
m3
M5
cosh γ46 cosh γ56 e
i(z46 θ46+z46 θ56) (A44)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ46 cosh γ56 e
i(z46 θ46+z46 θ56) (A45)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 + i z56
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 (A46)
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(x) All γij large:
Ua4 = i z46 Za
√
m3
M4
cosh γ45 cosh γ56 cosh γ46 e
i(z45 θ45+z46 θ46+z56 θ56) (A47)
Ua5 = −z45 z46 Za
√
m3
M5
cosh γ45 cosh γ56 cosh γ46 e
i(z45 θ45+z46 θ46+z56 θ56) (A48)
Ua6 = Za
√
m3
M6
cosh γ46 cosh γ56 e
i(z46 θ46+z56 θ56) (A49)
Za = (UPMNS)a3 + i z56
√
m2
m3
(UPMNS)a2 (A50)
One can obtain analogous expressions for inverted ordering by carrying out the following
substitutions:
m1 → m3 m2 → m1 m3 → m2 (A51)
(UPMNS)a1 → (UPMNS)a3 (UPMNS)a2 → (UPMNS)a1 (UPMNS)a3 → (UPMNS)a2 (A52)
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